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Pint-sized Peter Dinklage (right) plays the smallest third of a trio of lost
souls searching for friendship in the inspiring film "The Station Agent."

Small, cliched ‘Agent’
showcases big talent
BY TONI PREVITE
STAFF WRITER

Ifyou were less than 5 feet tall,
you’d probably want to escape, too.

For Finbar Mcßride (Peter
Dinklage), the way to cope with
constant belittling is with trains.
The diminutive protagonist of
“The Station Agent” works in a
model train shop in Hoboken, N. J.,
and finds the collectibles a beacon
of hope in his dreary life.

Finbar can’t make it through the
day without seeing at least one per-
son gawk at him, sometimes going
so far as to compare him to one of
Snow White’s seven dwarves.

So when his mentor, Henry
(Paul Benjamin), suddenly dies,
leaving Finbar a small piece of land
at a deserted railway station in
Morris County, the dwarf leaps at
the chance to finally be alone.

Unfortunately, fate steps in and
Finbar finds himself with
inescapable company when he
meets gregarious vendor Joe
Oramus (Bobby Cannavale) and
artist Olivia Harris (Patricia
Clarkson).

But— you guessed it the three
come together and eventually form
a strong, almost familial bond.

A movie so rife with cliches
should be horrible. Each character
has some sort of life-crippling
experience that all too easily forces
them together. Finbar has to deal
with his size, Joe must care for his
ailingfather and Olivia struggles to
recover from the death of her son
and the breakup of her marriage.

What results is a sort of need-
based relationship that slowly
helps the characters come to

MOVIE EVIEW
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accept to varying degrees
their lots in life and move forward.

This story has been told count-

less times in other movies, usually
in sappy made-for-television films.

But ironically, “The Station
Agent” takes a doomed premise
and makes it work.

Call it the realism factor. What
makes the film a success is the way
it grants moviegoers a window
view of the experiences of each
character.

You’re given the opportunity to
eavesdrop on an eclectic group of
individuals w'ho remind you all too

well of someone you might have
met or befriended.

They’re so real that you sympa-
thize with them and wonder how
close you could have been to being
in their shoes.

Chalk itup also to superb acting
on all parts. Dinklage hits the
bull’s-eye as Finbar, the hermetic
dwarf who slowly warms up to the
idea of socializing with others.
Cannavale plays Joe with exuber-
ance as well, carrying the movie’s
lighthearted moments with unerr-
ing accuracy.

Despite its trite premise, “The
Station Agent” is an enjoyable
movie which hides its flaws under
superb storytelling.

It’s a wonder what good acting
can do.

Contact theA&E Editor
at artsdesk@unc.edu.
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in trouble,” said Matt Tarpley, an

employee at Local 506.
Rick Ramirez, owner ofDe La

Luz, located in the Temple Ball
Gallery in Carrboro, pointed out

that problems in the music indus-
try7 are not limited to Chapel Hill
or Carrboro.

“Ithink that it’s a very fluid sit-
uation, and I think that it’s con-
stantly evolving and sometimes
devolving,” he said.

Chapel Hillhas been known for
its eclectic blend of musical gen-
res, but even diversity doesn’t
always guarantee success
changing music tastes might be
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Adams struggles; Groban dull
Ryan Adams
LLOR N KCOR
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At the first glance of Ryan
Adams’ new album, you see LLOR
N KCOR and wonder what these
crazy words mean.

Then in desperation, you look
into the mirror with album in hand
and it hits you. It’s a mirror image.

REVELC.
Before the necessary bashing

begins, it should be prefaced that
this is a good album, just disap-
pointing.

It’s like when you find out that
Santa Claus is really your dad
there is no fantasy land anymore,
which sucks, but there are still the
presents, which obviously rocks.

Adams, formerly of the famed
alt-country band Whiskeytown,
put out two solo albums that
gained him the fleeting title of “the
next Bob Dylan.” The two albums,
Gold and Heartbreaker, floated in
the hip circles and were covered in
critical acclaim.

But they didn’t jump off the
shelves like those of Adams’ hipster
drinking pals, the Strokes. So he
hit the studio and recorded the
bleak Love is Hell (split into two
EPs). His record label, Lost
Highway, wouldn’t release them,
and he went back to the studio.

Allthat confusion is evident on

this mirror image. It’s rushed
the lyrics lack the tangled bril-
liance his first attempts had.

Worse yet, it’s derivative. Atfirst
listen you hear the Strokes fronted

by a Southerner, and then you go,
“Hey, that’s The Cure! No, The
Vines. U2? A decent ’Bos cover

band?”
It’s difficult to infer what Adams

thinks about this album. Maybe he
thinks he is answering the Strokes’
album question, Is This It,by kick-
ing offhis new rock sound with the
exultant “This Is It.”

It’s a good rock song, but Adams
doesn’t do what he claims: “sing a
song for you that’s never been sung
before.” Itdoes just the opposite by
copying the Strokes who are, in
fact, copying everyone. And Adams’
famous pretentiousness points out

the hollowness ofthe album.
Let’s hope that he’s singing the

truth on “Rock NRoll” and that he
believes “Everybody’s cool playing
rock ’n’roll/I don’t feel cool at all,”
and returns to his roots.

And if this album works pro-
gressively, we can hear Adams
yearning nostalgically for his old
sound after he does his best
impression of Kurt Cobain on

“Note to Self: Don’t Die,” moaning
“Note to self/Don't change for any-
one.”

Note to Rvan: You did. But the
last five songs make up for the long
“F-you” to Lost Highway. Bring
back the old sound.

ByKemp Baldwin

Josh Groban
CLOSER
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Closer to opera, closer to pop or
just closer to the soundtrack to a

Disney movie?
Either way, Josh Groban’s latest

LP, Closer, lacks creativity and
sends the listener into an abyss of
downright cheesy, sleep-inducing
love songs.

Groban begins with Italian
lyrics in “Oceano.” The listener
almost can picture Groban stand-
ingon a deserted beach, bellowing
to his long-lost love.

Add Spanish guitar music,
piano and Groban’s overly emo-

tional voice and the image
becomes a reality.

But you do have to give him
credit for the quality ofhis voice.

Any great lover of opera proba-
bly would appreciate Groban for
his talent. And his opera isn’t bad.

“Mi Mancherai,” probably the
most traditional piece onthe album,
is a beautifully performed and well-
produced track. Groban’s voice
comes strong, rich and powerful.

But even so, the song drones on,
ultimately resulting in boredom.
With the lack of excitement,
Groban would be much better offif
he just stuck to opera.

He makes his most painful mis-
take by adding pop to his operatic
sound. He has talent with classical
music, but when pop elements are
added, disaster follows.

It’s like taking Enrique Iglesias
and trying to make him an opera
singer. Anyone can imagine the
results they aren’t far from the
train wreck that is Closer.

The lyrics don’t help much. They
sound like recycled dramatic bal-
lads of the ’Bos and early ’9os.

“When You Say You Love Me”

exemplifies this flaw with lines
such as, “Like the echoes of our
souls are meeting/You say those
words, my heart stops beating.”

Sadly, it reeks of an old Michael
Bolton song.

Groban attempts to appeal to
human emotion with his overdra-
matic, romanticized lyrics, but the
result is simply inspirational
garbage.

“Remember When It Rained”
follows this path. Its title is a good
indication of the awful lyrics to
come: “Tears of hope run down my
skin/Tears for you that will not
dry/They magnify the one within/
And let the outside slowlydie.”

In other tracks, the lyrics are

thankfully not problematic how-
ever, they’re mainly in Italian.

But in case the Italian weren’t
enough, Groban becomes multilin-
gual by adding French in “Hymne
a l’Amour.”

Ifyou’re going to sing a slew of
ridiculous love songs, you might as

well sing them in three different
languages.

But it’s not just the lyrics that fail
to impress —some ofthe music is
absolutely unbearable.

“All’improwisoAmore” is by far
the album’s worst track. The tran-
sition from classical opera during
the verses to pop during the chorus
is almost humorous.

And the fact that most of the
tracks are accompanied by a choir,
ringing bells and harp makes this
music a little too heartwarming.

Frankly, Groban’s album is just
too close for comfort.

By Leah Konen

damaging some live music venues
as well.

“Less people are going out to see
live music pretty much all over,” he
said.

Club owners are struggling
because people in Chapel Hill don’t
go out to see new music as much as
owners would like, said Nightlight
co-owner Isaac Trogdon.

The club which doubles as

the Skylight Exchange, a used
bookstore and sandwich shop,
during daylight operating hours
was considering closing its doors
after the new year.

But with some radical structur-
al changes in store, Trogdon said,
Nightlight is not going to make an
exit anytime soon.

Yet the possibility of having to
shut down any outlet for local
music is troubling.

Even if local interest in live
music is present and venues are
doing well, money still plays a
huge part in both the decisions of
both venues and concertgoers.

“Rent is so high in the area and is
chasing smaller, independent busi-
ness owners out,” Triplett said. “It’s
just part of corporate America.”

With the recession after the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks and the
war in Iraq straining the economy,
people are being more careful how
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they spend their money. Music is
one ofthe first things they cross off
their list.

“They always say that Chapel
Hill and Carrboro are recession-
proof, but the economy has had an
effect locally,” Knapp said.

Music venues, like any local
business, are feeling the bum.

Knapp said some local business-
es have seen a drop in student-driv-
en revenue as well. This proves to
be a real problem for music venues
trying to survive in a college town.

Money aside, the thin line
between promoting local music
and actually making enough
money to sustain a business hinges
on a sensitive balance.

“Around here, a lot ofpeople go
see local bands that they know or
have friends in,” Tarpley said.

De La Luz, which opened in
January, has found that catering to
local bands can be a good thing.

Ramirez said that depending on

the band, local acts actually can
bring in more money because of
the huge amount ofsupport in the
area. “Since they don’t play that
often, 150 of their friends will
come out and see them,” he said.

Cat’s Cradle, on the other hand,
relies on national touring bands
for its success and large fan base.

“Ifyou look at our calendar, we

don’t make our money promoting
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20 TH Crooked Fingers, Azure Ray,
David Dondero"

21FR MILLENCOLINw/ Senses Fail &

Matchbook Romance"
22 SA Appetite For Destruction"

(SB/$10)
25 TU Sick Of It All" (sl2/$ 14) 6:3OPM

show
28 FR Trailer Bride, Bobby Bare Jr and

Legendary Shack Shakers ($8)
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3WE ANTI FLAG, Against Me, Rise
Against"

4TH Arab Strap
SFR ANTIBALASAFROBEAT

ORCHESTRA" (Sl2/Sl4)
6SA Liquid Flowz 2-year anniversary:

Kaze, 9th Wonder (of Little Brother)
&more

7SU FUCKER (Local Short Films)
BMO Steep Canyon Rangers w/ Big Fat

Gap
10 WE Barbarito Torres" (S2O)
13 SA Southern Culture On The Skids"

($10)
18 TH ECHHS Battle Of The Bands
19 FR SLOW HAND"($8)

20 SA Franklin Street
27 SA io, The Never
Feb 12 ROBERT EARL KEEN"
SHOWS @ GO! Room 4
(100F Brewer Ln„ Carrboro 919-969-1400)

11/20: Tinker's Punishment w/ Evoka; 11/21: Q
AND NOT J, FIN FANG FOOM, CITY GOATS ($7.
9PM): 11/22: FIREWATER; Ii/24: MONO, MASERATI,
SERKA ($6); 11/28: Antagonizes 11/29: GO!
BENEFIT; 12/3: Old Canes, Cheers To No
Tomorrow, Mike Scary; 12/6: AMERICAN ANALOG
SET w/Album Leaf; 12/7:7 YearRabbit Cycle
($6): 12/8: OVER THE RHINE; 12/9: KING KONG;
12/11: U.S. MAPLE ($8); 12/12: GO! Benefit: Jeff
Rink, Comas; 12/13: GO! BENEFIT; 12/15: Just A
(ire. ChrisDaly: 12/19: ERIN MCKEOWN

©Kings 12/8: Rocket From The Tombs"

©Carrboro ArtsCenter 12/17: JUMP, UTTLE
CHILDREN"

The BEST live music - 18 8i over admitted
**Advance ticket sales at SchoolKids in Chapel Hill
and Raleigh and Radio Free Records in Durtiam

For Credit Card orders CALL919-967-9053

local music,” Powers said. “But if
there was no Sunday Showcase
and we didn’t allow local bands to
open up for national touring
shows, that would hurt the local
music scene.”

Triplett said Go! aims to pro-
vide an even split between the two,
providing space for local bands but
also getting involved in the nation-
al music scene.

Triplett said that by letting local
bands play with out-of-town artists,

important networking takes place.
This makes it possible for local
bands to travel to other cities and
get more regional publicity.

The balance between letting
local acts play and getting nation-
al acts through Chapel Hill and
Carrboro can be compromised.
But booking all the bands that
want to take the stage is another
problem.

“The most difficult aspect with
booking is that there are a limited
number of slots and an infinite
number ofbands. It’s hard to give
bands a fair shake with the slots on
the calendar,” Ramirez said.

Though having fewer venues in
town could mean added business
for surviving clubs and bars, it also
might close the door for newer
artists and bands seeking exposure.

“Ifsome of these other clubs
stop performances and there are
fewer venues, booking is going to
be more difficultbecause there are
going to be more bands out there
trying to play,” Ramirez said.

As for the fate ofGo!, Triplett
said, he hopes closing the doors is
not the only option.

Benefit concerts featuring local
bands will be held in the next
months for the community to
show its support for Go!

“There’s always going to be a
need for live music, and there will
always be people who appreciate
that,” Triplett said. “I have faith
that something will work out.”

Local music supporters agree
on one thing: It’s the music that’s
important.

Whatever happens after that is
just the luck of the draw.

Contact the AOEEditor
at artsdesk@unc.edu.
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